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25 years of fischer Mexicana
Generational change in Central America

fischer Rohrtechnik:
Residual dirt analysis under
cleanroom conditions

fischer Hydroforming:
Hydroforming at the pulse
of time

fischer eco solutions:
Fuel cells replace diesel
generators
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Managing Director
of the fischer group

Hans-Peter Fischer

Yours sincerely,

Horst Wiesenberger for his tireless efforts and I
wish Stefan Lachner the very best.

We got involved very early in Central America.
It has paid off today. Mexico has developed into
a modern location for automotive manufacturers and the supplier industry. With our tubes
and components, we are positioned very well in
the production of increasingly complex exhaust
systems.

I remember the beginnings of fischer Mexicana
very well. This is how Horst Wiesenberger, the
long-standing Managing Director in Mexico,
and I met each other. We understood each other well from the beginning – and he fought for
“his” company, as if it were his own.

Dear Business Partners,
Dear Colleagues,

Founder and Chairman
of the fischer group

Hans Fischer

Yours sincerely,

Let us take a look at the background behind
the title.
Thank you, Horst!

Quarter of a century
in Central America

Thus, we are successful in all automotive
markets around the world. Already 25 years
in Mexico and counting. I would like to thank

accompany us for several years. The fischer
group is part of it. Our tubes and components
meet the ever-increasing requirements of the
highly efficient engines and their exhaust
systems. We continue to develop new solutions
and designs in close cooperation with our
customers.
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“Roland has always been tech-savvy. He has proved this as the head
of fischer Maschinentechnik for years. That is why he is the right man
for the further development of fuel cell production” asserts Hans Fischer.
fischer eco solutions has set itself the goal of advancing pioneering fuel
cell technology. Roland Fischer’s special experience in special machine
construction now directly benefits this development work. – “Wish you
the very best, Roland!”

fischer eco solutions has a new boss from May 2016. Besides the
founder of the fischer group, Hans Fischer, Roland Fischer is now
also responsible for the development of future-oriented energy
technology within the fischer group.

Roland Fischer becomes the second
Managing Director

Senior and Junior
for clean technology
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The beginning times were occasionally adventurous, for
example when the Mexican
customs seized the first machine for eight weeks. Later, the
driveway to the company premises was flooded by a storm.
This is how the truck with the
machine container was caught
under a bridge and could only
continue driving after the tires
were deflated. However, after
the initial difficulties, fischer
Mexicana gained momentum
and developed into the second
largest location in the fischer
group. More than 250 employ.
ees have processed more than
40,000 tonnes of stainless steel
of stainless steel tube in 2016.

In some technologies, the Mexican branches were even pioneers
within the fischer group. They set early standards both in hydroforming and laser welding.

fischer Mexicana Stainless Steel Tubing S.A. DE C.V. was established
in Puebla, 120 km south of Mexico City in 1991. This was followed, by
the Mexican pipe technology company, fischer Tubtech S.A. DE C.V. a
decade later. The latter is still based there. In contrast, the tube production was moved to San Luis Potosí in 1999. This is how the fischer group
set its sights on internationalization at an early stage. Over the years, we
have been able to build upon a wide range of cooperations and reliable
partnerships with customers in North, Central and South America.

Established early

In 2016, fischer Mexicana was able to look back on a quarter of a
century in Central America. It witnessed a change of generations this
year: Horst Wiesenberger, the Managing Director, from the start gave
the lead to Stefan Lachner. This was a valid reason to review once again
how the Mexican location has developed.

ional change in Central America

rs of fischer Mexicana
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Therefore, continued development of fischer Mexicana in the next
quarter-century can be expected. Successes of the past, a motivated
team and the successful change of generations in the management are
good signs.

The long-term prognoses suggest that Mexico will continue to grow as
a whole. An increasing number of manufacturers – even from Asia – are
investing in Central America, so the total production of about 3 million
vehicles in 2015 is expected to rise to around 5 million in 2016.

Today, the mood at the Central American hot spot of the automotive industry is still very positive – despite the partly unclear economic policy
of the neighbors USA, fischer Mexicana benefits from the strict exhaust
gas standards and the trend towards clean combustion. “With our tubes
with a diameter of 80 - 203.2 mm, we offer the ideal dimensions for
ever better exhaust gas purification systems” emphasizes Hans-Peter
Fischer. fischer has already been able to convince many OEMs and tier-1
companies of the special quality.

Continued good prospects

Lunch break under the Mexican sun.

Machine equipment (of the main p
3 Hydroforming presses with a c
440 and 1,500 tonnes.
Annealing line
5 CNC bending machines
Sawing devices
Forming presses
Robot welding station
Various tube finishing machines

Total space: 17,469 m²
Production: approx. 7,747 m²

fischer Tubtech Mexicana

Tube qualities:
Tubes according to the standar
DIN ISO EN 1127 and ASTM A-55
ASTM A-312, ASTM A-249 and A
stainless steel tubes, C steel tub

Machine equipment:
15 tube welding systems
10 saw lines
3 tube polishing lines
Annealing and pickling line

Total space: 45,475 m²
Built-up area: 15,920 m²
Offices: 2,000 m²
Production: 13,920 m²

fischer Stainless Steel Tub

Mexican national symbol of the Popocatepetl

He first learned about the company, the fischer technology and the
fischer culture in Germany. In December 2015, he moved to Mexico

He moved to Central America for the first time in 1999. After several stops, he was in San Luis Potosí for almost five of his first ten
Mexican years (since 2009). He initially worked for one of the
world’s leading companies in technology and services in Mexico,
and later in senior positions in Germany. Stefan Lachner has been
engaged with the fischer group since October 2015.

Stefan Lachner takes the helm

A versatile
accomplisher who
knows the country

fischer Mexicana

Wiesenberger could reflect on some Mexico experience when he started
to set up fischer Mexicana as early as 1991. He had lived in Mexico from
1978 to 1987 with his Mexican wife and three daughters.
The experience and ties to Mexican culture helped him when the

With family connections to Mexican culture

In 1991, two men competed for setting up the new company, fischer
Mexicana. Horst Wiesenberger made it and remained dynamically
at the top spot of the company for 25 years. He officially retired on
March 31, 2016. The native Bavarian has done an incredible amount
in the many years of his service. “Horst has always managed and led
the company as if it were his own. He has put all his heart and blood
in the pursuit of his life fischer Mexicana” Hans-Peter Fischer said in
his farewell speech on March 18, 2016 in San Luis Potosí.

Horst Wiesenberger retires

Following 25 years
of commitment

‹‹

His diverse experience from the study of electrical engineering / automation technology, through training and sales tasks to international

Years of experience in international management

25 years is very impressive. I am doing my best to carry it both in
his spirit as well as in the spirit of the fischer group and the fischer
Mexicana team” states Lachner respectfully and decisively.

“I thank you for the
opportunity to promote
such a great company.”

Stefan Lachner
Managing Director
fischer Mexicana
since October 2015

company was struggling with Mexican authorities, uncertain energy
supplies, and many other adversities. He overcame all difficulties
and gradually set up the Mexican fischer factory as the second largest
factory within the fischer group.
He was also involved in the founding of fischer USA in Tennessee
in 1998 as well as in the founding of fischer Uruguay in 2009.
“We cannot thank Horst and his Mexican team enough for what
they have done together for the fischer group” says Hans-Peter Fischer.
“In the end, we merely do not say goodbye to an incredibly committed
colleague. He has become a real friend over the years.”

“It was a great time.
Many thanks to all who
have accompanied me
along the way.”

Horst Wiesenberger
Managing Director
fischer Mexicana
1991 - 2016
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With this investment, we are meeting,

The analysis under cleanroom conditions
is a mandatory requirement of many customers. We therefore have installed a unit
for testing the technical cleanliness of
functionally relevant automobile parts
and components for fluid systems in accordance with VDA 19 and ISO 16232. This
allows us to check every batch immediately
on-site for the purity of residual dirt in the
micrometer range.

The facility for testing the technical cleanliness is equipped with two fully lined analyzer
rooms with wall flushing and works with clean

Working under excess workload

At the fischer group’s premises, tubing
and components in the exhaust gas cooling
sector, such as exhaust gas coolers and exhaust gas cooler housings are tested. Special
requirements apply here because of the return
of the gas into the combustion chamber.

with the growing requirements with regard to
product quality on the one hand and with regard to time-to-market on the other.

Residual dirt analysis under cleanroom conditions

Extremely clean

fischer Rohrtechnik
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For fischer Hydroforming Menden this is a new technology. Thus, the
benefits of intra-Group collaboration could again be seen here. In close
consultation, above all, with Dieter Oberacker of fischer Rohrtechnik in

Collaboration within group spurs the project

Adding to this is the expansion of the process landscape through
the integration of joining processes, temperature support during the
forming process, as well as a greater manufacturing depth up to assemblies. Finally, the secondary processes, such as rinsing, annealing and,
above all, cutting, will come into sharper focus. “Through the holistic
approach, we are also constantly developing with our customers new
perspectives through hydroforming,” says Geißler optimistically.

With this, yet another company of the
its range of services by including laser cut
certainly benefit other customer projects i

Since late summer, the new machine
parts are ready to be released to the custo
consisting of Johannes Roth, Thorsten Jun
done a thorough job and is very satisfied
trials, we could maintain the required tole
cuts. In that sense, the effort has really pai
Johannes Roth, pleased with the outcome.

Achern, the exact requirements for the ne
defined and the project schedule was decid

New laser cutting machine at Menden

ler lectured at the Fraunhofer IWU in Chemnitz

At fischer Hydroforming Menden too, customer requirements are
becoming ever more demanding. Thus, in a large-scale project,
particularly high demands were placed on the lengths and the profile shape tolerances. The fischer Hydroforming Team was quick to
realize that the conventional processing using the metal cutting
circular saw would no longer suffice. So, they discussed an alternative cutting process together. Based on good experience, both at
the customer end and within the fischer group, the laser cutting
finally won the race.

Extreme precision cutting

rming at the pulse of time

Dr. Stefan Geißler sees new impetus for the process through new
materials and new applications. In the time of Industry 4.0, Geißler
sees four decisive trends in hydroforming:
further expansion of the automation also in secondary processes
the consistent application of Lean Production
the implementation of Industry 4.0 for optimization of maintenance,
production data acquisition and for defect prevention
New press technology: above all servo technology, energy efficiency,
cycle time reduction and new control capabilities

fischer Hydroforming

ing

among themselves

The 3-storied office building under construction is expected to now create solutions
for all these challenges. Next to the Reception
and the Production Manager, three conference rooms have been planned on the ground
floor. Besides Accounts, the first floor will
house the Human Resources department,
IT and Health and Safety. The Materials
Planning, Sales and the Management will be
moving in on the top-most floor.

Over the years, more departments were
added: IT, Human Resources and Health &
Safety. In addition, Sales and Accounts are
merged as central departments by fischer
USA and fischer Canada in Waterloo.
Another necessity in the new construction
was more conference rooms for discussions
with customers, interviews and visits by
supplier.

‹‹

1,167.2 m²

= Total space

The office spaces in use until now will
be used by Quality Management and Supervision in future. A break room is also being
set up. By the beginning of 2017, everything
will be ready to move in.

302.8 m²
524.2 m²
340.2 m²

Ground floor
+ 1st floor
+ 2nd floor

More space at a glance

Due to the expansion of fischer USA and
the growth of the business, Congressman
Black had been made aware of the business
impact that fischer USA is creating within her

fischer USA was proud to host a visit from
Congressman Diane Black of Tennessee’s
6th Congressional District on April 5, 2016.
Congressman Black represents the 6th district of Tennessee on the national level
in Washington DC. fischer USA is located
within the heart of the 6th district.

After completion of the tour Congressman
Black sat down with the fischer USA management team and discussed congressional

Congressman Black was very interested in
the manufacturing process of stainless steel
tube. In all of her travels and tours of factories within her district, fischer USA was the
first tube manufacturer that she has visited.
She found the Winglet process the most fascinating and she was really impressed with
the amount of technology and the complexity involved in making a stainless steel tube
in general. As she toured the shop floor she
engaged several employees in conversation
and asked many questions regarding the
process, customers and future growth. Congressman Black was most impressed with
the quality of the employees and staff at
fischer USA whom she felt were very engaged
and knowledgeable.

Impressed by the tube production

“Congressman” Diane Black was fascinated by the technology – and the people – at fischer USA.

‹‹
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At fischer group since
the of November 1, 1992
1992: Managing Director
Motto: Work hard and enjoy life

Erich Kotzenmacher

Marco Kotzenmacher has obtained two degrees,
one before employment at fischer and another,
studying afterhours during his employment.

Carrying fischer’s vision forward

him for much longer as he grew up with his
father being and constantly being exposed to
the company since 1992.

At fischer group since
the July 1, 2004
2004: IT Coordinator
2007: Assistant Manager
2016: Managing Director
Bachelor of Information Technology
(Information Systems) (2003)
Bachelor of Commerce
(Management) (2011)
Motto: How can we do it better?

Marco Kotzenmacher

‹‹

Developing Management Information Systems
has always been a priority to improve operations
and being very fond of technology Marco always
ensures that fischer is ahead of the competition.
“I look forward to shaping an already successful
company into the vision the Fischer family, my
father and I share. It is an opportunity that I am
very proud to be a part of.” Marco says.

fischer South Africa in 2015

fischer South Africa in 1991

The integrated productivity-driven machine
maintenance (IPM) at the location fischer
Edelstahlrohre Austria GmbH is based on four
dimensions: Perspective maintenance | Preventive maintenance | Repair management
| Optimized plant management (CIP-Processing). Downtimes which originated in the
respective IPM categories are entered by the
employee at the production facility, directly
through a symptom-supported input menu.
With the recording of the downtimes category, a
parallel updating of the OEE key figures is triggered in “Quasi Real Time”. Down time categories, which are recorded for the first time and
cannot be referenced to a history in the “learning system tree”, are defined by a committee

IPM instead of TPN

Status Quo: The planned requirements from
the perspective and preventive maintenance
are successfully implemented since the year
2004 via a software solution. The fischer Edelstahlrohre Austria was responsible as leader
for the methodological development contents.
The recordings by
the maintenance
personnel
were
paper-based and
populating the system required lot of
effort. Repair jobs
were electronically
recorded, the control of the maintenance works was
done by printing
the repair jobs and
visualizing them
on a job pegboard.
Implementation via 4.0 technologies: The four IPM categories were harmonized via a monitor system
(maintenance monitors), so that each maintenance employee sees the repair work assigned

Systemic support from the entry
up to the effectiveness check

The “learning organization”

acher is now Managing Director
fischer Edelstahlrohre Austria has integrated the loss and malfunction categories
due to production-related changeover time
and maintenance-related downtimes into
the production data acquisition and at the
same time provided the employee at the
machine a learning system, which is automatically developing further.

Maintenance 4.xx
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... in the new cleaning machine.

Comprehensive analyses of the old and new
system showed a significant cost-saving effect

... the first parts ...
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in the total energy consumption and when
taking into account the price differentials between electricity and natural gas. Thus, Hans
and Hans-Peter Fischer decided for the strategic investment and the replacement of the
machines by middle of the year 2016.

By modernizing the washing machine, not
only was the energy consumption of the cleaning process reduced, but also the environmental and workplace safety were also significantly
improved. Because with the old washing machine, the only machine at the location Achern
working on the basis of perchlorethylene was
eliminated. Another contribution to sustainable management of the fischer group.

An aged, electric-powered parts cleaning
machine has now made space for a modern,
natural gas powered washing machine with
comprehensive functions. The new high-performance injected air washing machine has a
vacuuming technique during cleaning, drying, distillation. The cleaning above the combustion point applies just as much as in a double full-stream filtration and heat recovery.

Cleaning with great finesse

are therefore completed with the washing and
cleaning of the produced parts.

age makes way for the modern, natural gas driven, high-performance air injection washing machine.

r more energy efficient and environment friendly parts cleaning

oduction with gas instead of electricity

fischer eco solutions and Serenergy can change this: with generators
powered by methanol fuel cells. They deliver clean energy, are more efficient than diesel generators and are practically maintenance free. All
that they need is a little methanol in the fuel tank.

Cleaner telephony in Philippines: the fuel cell in

In many parts of the world, diesel generators are used for operating transmitters for mobile networks. According to experts, two
million stationary small generators are sold every year. They need
diesel as fuel, produce harmful exhaust gases and must be regularly maintained.

‹‹

Whether as emergency power system, 8round the clock and seven days a week – Se
tions deliver a secure, cost-effective, clean,
distributed power supply.

Versatile application

“with these we can replace many diesel ge
tion networks throughout the world”. The f
made a start: In the heart of India, in the d
after 12 hours on bad roads or by helicopter
wegian mountains. No matter what, where
ply is needed: The modular fuel cell-aggre

fischer fuel cells replace diesel generators in telecommunicatio

Clean energy – all over the worl

fischer eco solutions | Serenergy

Communication works even in remote areas.
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Henning explained briefly the
basic structure and function of a fuel cell and then
went on to the special
features of the fischer
fuel cells. These include,
primarily, the use of
methanol as the
feedstock and the
processing and the assembly of the
bipolar plates and membrane electrode units at fischer eco solutions.
Hennig also spoke about the cooperation and division of responsibilities between fischer eco solutions and
the Danish Serenergy. fischer eco solutions
produces fuel cell stacks and the methanol
reformer, while Serenergy is responsible for
the development and manufacture of the

The presentation on
fuel cells met with very great
interest

siness Club is guest at fischer

networking
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After a works tour in 10 small groups, in
which the guests had intensive conversations
with experienced workers and got to know
about the current state of the production
technology in the manufacture of stainless
steel tubes, a majority of the visitors stayed
until late in the evening in the pleasant atmosphere of the company canteen, among
all kinds of delicacies by the fischer Chef
Michael Dietz and his team.

Interesting guidance
and a delicious ending

control technology, assembly and testing of
the entire fuel cells and selling to end customers. At the end the well-versed presenter gave
an outlook of the diverse application
areas of fuel cell units, which are
scalable in virtually any way, in
the fields of telecommunications,
ship building and automobile industry.

‹‹

fischer Hydroforming, Achim
Galli and Viktor Kimmig of
fischer Maschinentechnik and
Alex Huber and Dieter Oberacker of fischer Rohrtechnik
has been organizing virtual or
in-person meetings of experts
every quarter. The developers
from Achern, Menden and
Chemnitz meet here and exThis way the experts develop their expertise further, together.
change knowledge on hydroforming, bending, annealing
With over 2,000 employees and 20 compa- and other production techniques. The aim is to
nies world wide, the fischer group is among optimize knowledge transfer and to strengthen
the larger mid-sized group of companies. In cooperation.
the course of globalization and with a view
to meet high standards in product and proA great value-addition lies in the mutual
cess quality, internal information exchange visits at each of the locations. Visits become
is becoming increasingly important.
meetings, which, besides the content-related
aspects, contribute to building valuable conAlready since 1.5 years, the core team com- tacts between the subsidiaries and thus to
prising Thorsten Junge and Peter Juraschek of
the net.

Intra-Group technology meetings:
Experts among people like them

Personal exchange
gets us ahead

Kai Wohls
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Team Talk
fischer Germany

With two teams in the front half
hoch3 corporate fun run on June 24, 2016

The results of the
fischer tube runners
Team 1:
Jürgen Oberle
23:24
Philipp Schneider
32:15
Hans-Martin Schnurr
25:29
Total time clocked
01:21:08
Rank 53 (of 153 men’s teams)
Team 2:
Georg Frank
23:41
Sebastian Kestler
28:38
Achim Galli
31:38
Total time clocked
01:23:57
Rank 73 (of 153 men’s teams)

The corporate fun run was held middle of total distance of 2.8 km. The fastest tube run2016 in the intercommunal commercial park ner, Jürgen Oberle reached the target in just 23
around the Königswaldsee in the Offenburg minutes and 24 seconds. Georg Frank took 17
region for the twelfth
seconds longer, but stood
time. 966 runners were
11th in the overall
ranking.
at the start, including
Airport
Offenburg153 men’s teams. Two of
Baden
As a team, the
them were the “fischer
KönigswaldSee
“fischer tube runtube runners”: Jürgen
ners 1” reached
Oberle, Philipp SchneiStart
/
Finish
the 53rd place while
der and Hans-Martin
the “fischer tube
Schnurr belonged to
Running
runners 2” the 73rd.
team 1. Team 2 contrack
sisted of Georg Frank,
We congratulate
Sebastian Kestler and
on the respectable
Achim Galli.
result in the front
In sunny weather, the running enthusiasts half of the men’s team. Thank you for repset off on the easy-to-cover, 5.6 km long course. resenting the fischer group at the regionally
They went twice around the lake, covering a known corporate fun run. A few ladies may

also take part next year, so that a women’s
or mixed team can also compete in fischer
jerseys.

Stay informed at:

www.fischer-group.com
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